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Project objective: 

There are two main project aims. The first is to reconstruct the history of floods occurring in 

the Polish lands from the 11th to 18th centuries. The second, equally important aim is to 

identify the causes of the floods. In both cases, results obtained for the historical period will 

be compared against contemporary conditions. Multiproxy data (historical sources, 

dendrochronological data) as well as early-instrumental weather and hydrological 

observations will be used for these purposes. The numerous Weather and Water Extremes 

(hereinafter WWEs) (e.g. heavy/prolonged precipitation events, cold waves, high level of 

rivers, lakes, etc., floods, etc.) will be described and analysed. WWEs will be organised in a 

computer database and then the main features of spatio-temporal occurrence of floods, their 

coverage, duration and intensity will be analysed using various modern statistical tools. The 

proposed timeframe is significantly longer than that presently available for Poland (the last 

100–200 years) and will allow for, e.g. (i) estimation of the range of natural variability of the 

studied extreme events, (ii) reliable calculation of their temporal repeatability, and (iii) 

calculation of trends over centuries. The knowledge gained for such a long period will also 

enable assessment of whether the occurrence and characteristics of WWEs in the study 

period were significantly different from the present. The research project focuses on various 

important WWEs (including floods, which are commonly taken to be the most dangerous 

environmental disasters), and should significantly improve and expand our knowledge about 

the climate of Poland from the 11th century to the 18th. 

Detailed research tasks: 

1. Constructing a GIS database of all studied WWEs (in particular floods) gathered in the 

project using the documentary evidence, dendrochronological data and instrumental 

observations. 

2. Calibrating information about the occurrence and intensity of some types of WWEs 

identified using historical sources against early instrumental measurements carried out in the 

18th century.  

3. Analysing the frequency and intensity of various types of WWEs (in particular floods) in the 

period from the 11th to the 18th century and determining trends across centuries, spatial 

coverage, synoptic causes and socio-economic consequences. Describing in detail extreme 

(catastrophic) floods and reconstructing their temporal and spatial coverage. 

4. Determining the meteorological, hydrological and other (including anthropogenic) 

conditions that contributed to flood occurrences. Analysing the relationships between thermal 



and precipitation indices for all of Poland or individual regions, and changes in the 

occurrence and intensity of the floods. 

5. Identifying similarities and differences between the historical and modern-day occurrence 

and character of WWEs (in particular floods) in Poland, and comparing historical results from 

Poland with analogous ones available for Europe, and in particular for Central Europe. 

Research methods: 

1. The occurrence of WWEs in the historical period (11th–18th century) will be examined for 

the area within Poland’s current borders. Extreme weather events will also be analysed 

separately for six regions: 1: Baltic coast–Pomerania, 2: Masuria–Podlasie, 3: Greater 

Poland, 4: Masovia, 5: Silesia, and 6: Lesser Poland, and extreme water events primarily on 

Poland’s main rivers, i.e. the Vistula and Oder, and their basins. 

2. The spatial ranges and time variability of floods and other elements occurring on a large 

scale will be presented in detail in the public-access OpenStreetMap mapping database, 

including ice phenomena on rivers and lakes or those concerning the Baltic Sea.  

3. The development, duration and maximum spatial extent of catastrophic floods will be 

studied, provided source materials are sufficient. Analyses and reconstructions of the extent 

of historical overflows and floods will be carried out using open source software (Quantum 

GIS) and programming in the R system and Python. The use of the "raster calculator" option 

will make it possible to determine flooded areas using a modern Digital Elevation Model 

(DEM) and information on the heights that waters reached.  

4. Classical statistical analysis will be conducted for the frequency of all WWEs (for 50-year 

and 100-year sub-periods), also broken down into intensity classes (especially for floods), 

and of their duration and territorial range in the period from the 11th to the 18th century. The 

occurrence of WWEs is a non-stationary series because its statistical properties change over 

time. The occurrence of WWEs over time will be quantified within intervals (e.g. 50-year). 

However, only a few estimations would be produced. Therefore, the use of quasi-

continuously shifting intervals (as in running mean smoothing) is proposed (Mudelsee et al. 

2003). The method is called “kernel smoothing”, which will be modified by adopting a smooth 

kernel function (i.e., weighting) to preserve the different weights of each WWE. Bandwidth 

selection (choice of interval width) may be guided by cross-validation. Confidence bands 

(e.g. 90%) around the estimated WWEs occurrence curves will be constructed using 

bootstrap simulations. 

 Reference: Mudelsee, M. et al. 2003. No upward trends in the occurrence of extreme floods in central 

Europe. Nature 425:166–169. 


